
What does your 
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How do you determine the look that is right for you?  

How do you assure the successful implementation of your uniform program?  

What questions should you ask your uniform provider/partner?
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Uniforms are, in essence, the unspoken language of an 
organization. The right look can bolster both employee and
consumer confidence while a poor selection can leave a
negative impression in the public’s mind. 

How do you determine the look that is right for you? How
do you assure the successful implementation of your uniform
program? What should you consider before contacting a
uniform provider/partner?  

Market Size and Characteristics

Before we get into specifics, let's take a look at the overall event services market segment.
Venues within the United States attract millions of patrons to an astonishing variety of
events from football to basketball, baseball to hockey, from rock concerts to conventions,
conferences to ballets...the list is almost endless.

There are more than 1,000 different venues in the United States, including arenas, 
stadiums, performance halls and convention centers. Today's venues are designed with
the fan experience in mind, providing attendees with everything they need to be able to
enjoy a seamless experience. And no wonder. Entertainment is big business. The sports
market alone in North America was worth $60.5 billion in 20l4, and is expected to reach
$73.5 billion by 2019.

Attracting and retaining those fans is not without its challenges. Increased ticket costs
have forced teams and entertainers to deliver a more exciting and valuable product.
Competition from streaming services, cable television and online platforms may keep
fans in their living rooms rather than in stadium seats. And an onslaught of real and 
perceived threat risks has forced many to think twice before venturing to a concert hall.  

The new and broadened challenges facing the event services industry have also sparked
demands from the businesses that employ them. Simply put, venue management today
aspires to a higher standard, demanding more alert, more professional and better
trained personnel, including guards, guest services, ticket takers, parking attendants and
all who fall under the event services umbrella.    

They are also increasingly seeking a better attired professional, a requirement that can
be met through a comprehensive and well-planned uniform program. And it's not just
venue executives.  Fortune 500 CEOs, high-rise building managers, mall operators and
airports across the country all recognize the value uniforms bring to their businesses.
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Uniforms allay fear, and are how the public identifies who can help them when in need.
They are the ultimate communicator of an organization’s style – and create a solid 
impression even before the employee has spoken.

Is it a Uniform?

According to Paul Fussell, a former professor at the 
University of Pennsylvania, and author of: “Uniforms:
Why We Are What We Wear,” any uniform will command
respect. “It communicates that those who wear it hold
permanent and prominent jobs,” he says in his book. 
“Respect is higher for police officers or firefighters, but it
is nonetheless present to some degree in the uniforms 
all workers wear.”

What constitutes a uniform? Uniforms are not off-the-
rack garments found at department stores and ready-
wear retailers. They are garments specifically constructed
with the work environment in mind.  

The distinction is important. A uniform supplier who earns
loyal customers and business is one that appreciates the
tasks a given worker will perform wearing a particular
garment and recommends the right product to fit the
environment. That includes everything from style and
decoration of the garment, to wearability and fabric
longevity considerations. A uniform buyer should listen 
for this type of advice and judge their uniform supplier 
accordingly.

It is equally important to note that uniforms, like ready-wear, are not one-size fits all
products. For example, a non-branded, oxford button-down shirt at Walmart is vastly 
different from a Ralph Lauren-labeled shirt. The appearance is similar, but the fabrication
and durability isn't.

The same is true in the uniform industry. Nonetheless, options exist at various price
points. In the event services industry where branding is critical, a strong, practical and
cohesive look can only be achieved through a uniform program. An adept uniform
provider will be able to find the products that best fit your needs and budget

Weighing the Cost: An important, not sole, consideration

A frank and upfront discussion regarding cost is a must when determining your uniform
needs. How and when are program costs determined?  Your uniform supplier should 
interview the operations and upper level staff at your venue or event management office
to understand what works for the organization and what doesn’t.  
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The costs of a uniform program should also be determined based on the needs and 
environment in which the uniforms are to be worn. 

It is impossible to overstate the importance of selecting 
an experienced, knowledgeable uniform company when
weighing your purchasing decisions. 

Believe it or not, some event services companies try and manage their uniform program
by buying their shirt at the cheapest possible source, then paying a third party to create
a custom look. This involves additional shipping costs, more staff hours and the 
inevitable mistakes or delays that occur with dealing with multiple vendors. If your
provider can't customize for you, they are not in the uniform business. 

So, the uniform supplier’s ability to determine your specific needs, an event services
company’s ability to asses a uniform supplier’s strengths and the teamwork between
both organizations to select appropriate products are some of the factors that should
be considered when evaluating the cost of a uniform program. Each should be carefully
weighed; if not, your program will suffer somewhere along the way.

Fabrics and Garment Care: What you should know

Equally important to the overall look is the construction and fabrication from which the
garments in a uniform program are made. Properly attired event services employees 
in well-fitted, comfortable clothing will feel better about themselves and perform better
on the job. 

As most consumers can attest, today’s clothing options are numerous and vastly different
from past generations. Customers can now buy pants that stretch and shirts designed to
resist stains. And while cotton is still popular, advances in technology have made other
fabrics desirable. Gone are the days when polyester is frowned upon, for today’s version
of the synthetic fabric is both comfortable and fashionable, a far cry from your “father’s
polyester.”

These benefits and styling options extend to the uniform industry as well. Your uniform
provider should offer a range of products across the fabric spectrum – from 100 percent
cotton to 100 percent synthetic polyester, to blended fabrics to so-called performance
fabrics that stretch and wick away moisture. They can also offer advice on the unique
care characteristics of these products.

Certain types of garments can only be dry-cleaned; others have restrictions on industrial
laundry, while some are easy-care fabrics that can be washed at home. If your uniform
maintenance plan includes an industrial laundry program, the product must be tested to
ensure that it holds up well under these cleaning conditions. Because dry cleaning costs
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are high, these types of garments are only 
recommended where the nature of the account 
is such that these maintenance costs can be 
factored in. Make sure you discuss your planned 
maintenance program with your uniform company
so that they can make the best recommendations.

Size Does Matter 

The workforce in the United States is getting larger… literally.

Any good uniform company and event services 
firm will also recognize that employees come in all 
shapes and sizes. Proper sizing will not only ensure 
a well-dressed employee, but a comfortable employee 
as well. We recommend keeping a small amount of 
inventory on hand at each location to accommodate 
your staff. Your uniform provider should offer sizing options 
that cover the spectrum – from a petite, sized 4 woman 
as easily as a sized 66 male. 

No talk of a uniform program would be complete without
the subject of inventory. There is a distinct distribution
curve at work, and your uniform supplier should maintain a
perpetual inventory at their location, from the smallest item
on the size scale to the largest. 

Inventory—Keeping it Straight

If your uniform room looks like others in the industry, it's a mess. Too many people have
unfettered access to the uniform room; new clothes and equipment strewn everywhere,
often intermingled with the old. Creating a proper storage space takes time, but is well
worth the effort. Install shelving and a rack system with rings that separate size for easy
accessibility. Get management on board. As the company grows, so too, should the size
and investment in the uniform room. Keeping an accurate and well-maintained inventory
can mean the difference between outfitting a new employee in the appropriate sized
clothes in a few minutes or not.  

Finally, if you are still using an excel spreadsheet to manage the inflow and outflow of
uniforms, consider making a small investment in an online inventory control program 
like Quickbooks or something similar. Your uniform supplier will be happy to help; it is in
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their best interest that you order smartly and manage your overall uniform program with
authority. And management at your company will appreciate your ability to provide accu-
rate inventory reports. 

Far from altruistic, your ability to better manage your 
inventory will result in an improved bottom line, and this
in turn, will impact the bottom line of your uniform company.
Talk with them about an inventory control program. It's a
win-win for everyone.

Online Uniform Program Management 

Use of an e-commerce program is essential in today's fast-paced world for delivering an
error-free order to your uniform company. If they're involved with e-commerce, they'll be
able to design a private online store for you that captures the specific products required
for purchase by your company. The functionality will also handle all of your unique color
and position customization instructions including silkscreen, heat seal, embroidery and
emblems. In addition, a properly executed e-commerce website will provide you with the
ability to maintain supervisory control of your ordering budget, your employee purchasers
and allowed shipping locations.

Almost any unique set of management controls can be incorporated into today's 
e-commerce programs. Rather than burden your human resources and accounting staff
with managing orders and receipts, let a website automate your budget considerations
for a more efficient and modern business operation. 
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At Your Service

Service is an integral part of the overall customer experience. Service adds value to a
uniform program and builds enduring relationships; great customer service means that 
a supplier helps the customer in every way, in effect, making the impossible possible.

Recently, Unitex Direct received a call from an NFL event services manager whose laundry
service had just ruined 300 shirts. It was a late Friday afternoon, and he needed new
shirts before Thursday's night game. Because NFL rules preclude deliveries on game
day, the shirts would have to arrive Wednesday, leaving us only 3 days to produce and
deliver the uniforms. 

These weren't off-the-rack shirts. They had to be customized: the logo had to be printed
on both sides; and each shirt individually numbered. Thanks to a dedicated staff and
good relationships with our suppliers, we were able to deliver this game-day look 
on time: we received the shirts on Monday, customized them in-house Tuesday, and
shipped for a Wednesday evening delivery.   

Always discuss with your provider your expectations and their service capabilities before
entering into any agreement. 
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Communication is the Key

Ultimately, the key to the creation and management of a uniform program comes down
to one element – communication. Communication between the uniform supplier and the
event services company. Communication between the event services company and the
employees that wear the uniforms. 

Full, constant and vigilant attention is required to maintain a business relationship 
in this day and age. To ensure a smooth-flowing process, a uniform supplier needs to 
listen to his customer, offer flexibility and be on hand at a moment’s notice when and if
problems arise.

It may appear to take considerable work to evaluate a uniform company, select appropriate
products and maintain the inventory for a custom uniform program. But for an event
services company to present employees to their customers who look clean, sharp, and
professional, the rewards far outweigh the effort.

Dan Mendelson is president of Unitex Direct, a full service
uniform provider/partner located in Walled Lake, Michigan.
Since 1992, Unitex Direct has provided uniforms, 
accessories, equipment and promotional products to 
security, public safety, event services, aviation and 
hospitality companies. Unitex Direct offers complete
in-house customization services to complete your uniform
look. It offers volume manufacturing programs to suit
every size customer and has the purchasing power with
leading industry brands, guaranteeing exceptional value. 

To learn more, visit www.unitexdirect.com, call 800-682-1606 x236
or email Dan at dan@unitexdirect.com 
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